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BY MAGGIE PHILLIPS

I

n recent years, “zombie
crossing” decorations, zombie 5Ks, and even zombie
paintball hunts have been
ubiquitous at Halloween.
While the connection has
all but disappeared from the contemporary swift-running, virus-infected
zombie genre, for most of the 20th century the walking dead were closely associated with Voodoo, which books and
movies tended to portray as something
lurid, exotic, and sinister. To the extent
that Voodoo remains in the American
popular consciousness, one likely factor is its association with New Orleans,
where enslaved people practiced rites
and rituals that blended West African
religion with Roman Catholic imagery
and beliefs. Today, modern-day practitioners of Voodoo remain active in the
city, as does a history that interweaves
race, class, suffering, and survival.
New Orleans was the epicenter of
Voodoo in early America, and the practices there bore (and continue to bear)
little resemblance to the tourist kitsch
that permeates the French Quarter today, from overpriced Voodoo-doll keychains to Voodoo-themed chicken and
daiquiri restaurants. This past August,
I attended a workshop on New Orleans

Voodoo with Voodoo priestess, filmmaker, author, editor, publisher, and
blogger Lilith Dorsey at the city’s annual Hexfest conference. While in New
Orleans, commonly referred to as the
northernmost city in the Caribbean, I
encountered more than one local who
spoke proudly of Voodoo’s legacy of resistance to oppression and bigotry—one
very much at odds with its malevolent
popular image.
The first enslaved Africans arrived in
Louisiana in 1719, around 20 years after
French settlement was established. With
them, according to author and Voodoo
researcher Carolyn Morrow Long, came
their religious practices, mostly from
West and Central Africa, which they
combined with what she calls in a 2002
journal article “the folk Catholicism of
the colonists.”
Long writes in the same Nova Religio
article that New Orleans Voodoo eventually developed a distinct identity from
Haitian Vodou, on which it had originally been patterned. Like the Haitian
variety, it is centered around lwa, spirits or subordinate deities who mediate
between believers and a supreme deity.
In Louisiana, however, the lwa gradually shifted their associations from West
1

the Our Father prayer, and “creole
dance,” followed by a convivial dinner.
Although of Black descent herself,
Laveau’s clientele was racially mixed,
with one contemporary account describing them as frequently “more white
than colored.” And her perceived ability
to affect outcomes for them through ritual was only one source of her influence.
She was also described as a high-profile
philanthropist, purportedly assisting
orphans, visiting death row inmates,
paying bonds for Black women who had
been arrested, and advocating for prisoners in the courtroom. “Marie would
often visit the cells of the condemned,”
her New York Times obituary read, “and
turn the thoughts of those soon to be
led out to atone for their crimes to their
Saviour. Her coming was considered
a blessing by the prisoners, because
if they could only excite her pity, her
powerful influence would often obtain
her pardon.” This type of influence in
a city where Code Noir laws prohibited
interracial marriage, voting, or holding
public office, cannot be underestimated.
A review in the journal Caribbean
Studies of a 2006 book by Long, A New
Orleans Voudou Priestess: The Legend
and Reality of Marie Laveau, takes issue with what the author sees as a lack
of hard evidence and a preponderance
of conjecture about Laveau’s life in the
book. However, this lack of documentation is perhaps unsurprising given
Laveau’s status as a woman of color living in the 19th-century American South.
Ultimately, whatever the reality of her

and Central African deities to Catholic
saints with similar characteristics or patronages. (The snake lwa Damballa, for
example, is often celebrated by Voodoo
practitioners on the feast of St. Patrick,
who legend says drove snakes out of
Ireland.) Possession by the lwa is considered a common and desirable spiritual experience in Vodou, in which the
spirit “mounts” the believer to communicate with believers. Long wrote that
the original lwa names from Africa that
are used in Haitian Vodou seem to have
been largely replaced by their associated
Catholic saints in Louisiana by the end
of the 19th century.
Earlier that century, Voodoo had attained immense cultural significance in
New Orleans through the influence of
the formidable “Voodoo Queen,” Marie Laveau. The tomb of the Voodoo
icon, who was also said to have been a
devout Catholic, is located behind the
oldest church in the city, in St. Louis
Cemetery No. 1—closed to the general
public a few years ago after intensifying and high-profile vandalism. (The
18th-century cemetery is also the future
resting place of Nicolas Cage, who, pharaohlike, has had a pyramid constructed
for himself among the avenues of family-owned mausoleums.) Its capstone is
visible from the cemetery wall, which
is covered in myriad graffiti X’s drawn
by petitioners to symbolize their requests of the deceased Laveau to work
her magic from beyond the grave. On
a city cemetery tour that picked up at
the Irish Cultural Museum (in reality, a
very homey bar with some infographics
about the Irish experience in Louisiana),
I learned about Laveau’s reputation as
a powerful Voodoo practitioner. Her
one-of-a-kind status allowed her to
cross barriers of race, gender, and class
in antebellum New Orleans.
Her influence is still felt today. When
I told locals I was in town to write about
Voodoo, more than one brought up
Laveau, and on two separate occasions,
men preemptively leapt to her defense
against her occasionally tawdry popular image. With asynchronous chivalry,
they eagerly informed me that Laveau
was an influential advocate on behalf
of the marginalized in the New Orleans
of her day (which is believed to have

spanned almost all of the 19th century).
A free Creole woman, she is thought to
have begun her career as a hairdresser
to the wealthy and powerful of New
Orleans society, which would have facilitated her influence and movement
between antebellum castes. Much of her
life is shrouded in mystery and legend,
though, which makes it difficult to say
much about her with certainty. First,
there is the year of her birth, which was
maybe in the 1790s, maybe at the dawn
of the 1800s. There is also the confusion
created by accounts of her daughter, also
named Mavie Laveau, who was said to
have strongly resembled her, and who
was also a Voodoo practitioner. Additionally, sensationalized, voyeuristic
accounts by (typically white) outsiders
of gatherings over which Laveau likely
presided contributed to a general air of
suspicion around Voodoo.
Vodou provided a strong sense of cultural and religious identity to enslaved
rebels during the Haitian Revolution
(1791-1804). Occurring contemporaneously was the Louisiana Purchase
in 1803; Long wrote that U.S. authorities in the newly acquired region,
who already regarded Catholicism as
decadent Latin superstition, had their
WASPy fears and bigotries stoked by
the accounts of violence against the
white colonists at the hands of the rebels. The Haitian Revolution cast a long
shadow in the American imagination,
and the establishment continued to
present Voodoo as a lurking menace
to public order. Long’s Nova Religio
article, “Perceptions of New Orleans
Voodoo: Sin, Fraud, Entertainment,
and Religion,” contains an 1859 description in the New Orleans Daily
Crescent of the alleged goings-on at
Marie Laveau’s house and the “hellish
observance of the mysterious rights of
Voudou,” which it described as “one of
the worst forms of African paganism,
and is believed in and practiced by
large numbers of negroes in this city,
and by some white people. A description of the orgies would never do to put
in respectable print.” By contrast, Long
includes in her article an eye-witness
description from a participant in one
of Leveau’s ceremony, which included
altars with crosses, pictures of saints,
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life, abilities, and influence might have
been, her ongoing power as a legend is
undeniable, and she endures as an iconoclastic symbol for marginalized voices.
Texas death row inmate and artist Rob
Will wrote of Laveau’s legend in a 2020
blog post about a triptych he painted of
the beloved Voodoo Queen. For Will,
who is fighting what he claims to be a
wrongful murder conviction, Laveau
serves as a Joseph Campbell-style “creative hero” who moves and guides society toward salvation. Will gets at her
symbolic power when he writes about
his portrayal of her, which he says on
a surface level honors Laveau’s humanitarian and social justice legacy, but
might also just “spread the delightful
metaphysical Energy of the magic of
the Voodoo Queen of New Orleans” at
the same time, which, he asks, “is much
more fun, isn’t it?”
Most Americans might not associate
Voodoo and “fun,” per se, at least beyond the mild frisson of proximity
to something with a lingering air of
taboo, such as a French Quarter Voodoo tour, or seeking a Voodoo-tinged
psychic reading from one of the many
self-proclaimed fortune tellers in Jackson Square. But at her New Orleans
Voodoo workshop at Hexfest this summer, Lilith Dorsey spoke earnestly to attendees about her faith while employing
colorful, irreverent anecdotes, which
she punctuated with frequent jokes and
laughter. The pictures in her accompanying slideshow featured smiling group
shots of affable-looking people, and she
spoke warmly about friends from her
practice who had died as if they were
still alive, and might walk through the
door at any moment.
A committed practitioner, Dorsey was keen in her presentation to set
the record straight about her religion:
Voodoo dolls? Not a thing (employing a
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“poppet” for sympathetic magic comes
from European traditions, she said).
Evil? Hardly, and to suggest so, she has
written before, is offensive. Orgiastic
frenzies? “Nothing could be further
from the truth,” she said. Far from tales
of zombies come to life and demonic
possession, in her blog Voodoo Universe (housed on the world religion blog
clearinghouse Patheos), Dorsey writes
about an effort that would be considered
praiseworthy by nearly any faith group’s
standards: standing up a community
garden in New Orleans’ Ninth Ward,
designated a “food desert” by the USDA.
In her workshop, she mentioned an effort undertaken by herself and some associates to send representative dolls to
disadvantaged children of color. Dorsey reiterated a theme in her lecture that
she’s written about before on her blog:
The popular focus on hexes and curses
as key components of Voodoo misinterprets the experience of people of color
under colonial oppression. Lacking any
sort of justice or protection in the secular realm, they adopted practices from
their spiritual traditions to try to secure
those things for themselves.
White, traditional Christian cultural
influence continues to distort this reality, Dorsey maintains throughout her
writing, and history seems to support
her to some extent. Culture aficionados of both the high and pop variety
attribute popular Voodoo tropes to the
1929 publication of The Magic Island.
The sensationalist travelogue by William Seabrook purportedly chronicled
his time in Haiti, his experiences with
the religion and, he claimed, zombies.
He wrote it during the U.S. military
occupation of the country, which, according to scholarship in Duke University’s Black Atlantic project, began
in 1915 as an ostensible response to the
assassination of the country’s president
(American financial and foreign policy interests were also at stake there in
the run-up to WWI). The U.S. Marine
Corps established martial law on the island, and among its harsh measures was
the suppression of the Haitian folk practice of Vodou, which was Anglicized
to Voodoo. Once again, the American
white Protestant establishment was suspicious of the combination of African

religion and Catholicism that existed
on the island. Missionaries and journalists conveyed to the American public at home images of a primitive Black
population in the thrall of mysterious,
dangerous paganism.
In the late 20th century, as America’s late Cold War enthusiasm for science approached the highs of the heady
pre-Sputnik 1950s, Voodoo came under
a different, more detached, type of scrutiny. When Harvard anthropologist and
ethnobiologist Wade Davis announced
to much fanfare the findings from his
field work in Haiti in the 1980s, he described the process of “zombification”
by which victims were poisoned with
naturally derived toxins to produce a
deathlike state. While it could ultimately be lethal, survivors emerged spontaneously after a few hours.
Davis’ work was inspired in part by
that of Zora Neale Hurston, the first
Black folklorist to present serious accounts of both New Orleans and Haitian Voodou. Hurston’s work on Haitian
Vodou, Tell My Horse, was a blend of
personal travelogue, anthropology, and
folklore that, while perhaps a more respectful account of contemporary practices than Seabrook’s, nevertheless attracted criticism in academic circles for
its impressionistic vignettes featuring
Hurston herself as a participant. At one
point, by her own account, she boiled a
cat alive as part of a ceremony (Dorsey
insists that there are a lot of misconceptions around animal sacrifice, which she
contends is done more humanely today
than in commercial meat-processing).
Hurston had started the discussion,
however, and paved the way for more
sober scholarly consideration of Voodoo’s meaning in the lives of practitioners. For instance, both Davis and
Hurston discuss secret societies within
the Haitian Vodou system in their work.
Hurston wrote about them at some remove, with a mixture of awe and dread,
apparently afraid of reprisal, in Davis’
estimation. By contrast, and borrowing
from UC Berkeley social anthropologist
Michel Laguerre, Davis saw the secret
societies as a historical political tool
of the formerly enslaved rural classes
to assert themselves against a Francophile ruling class. He understood them
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as extrajudicial protection, meting out
justice on behalf of members, with
“zombification” functioning as a form
of punishment within that system.
Like former President George Bush
Sr.’s campaign trail dismissal of supply
side economics as “voodoo economics,” or Pat Robertson’s attribution of
Haiti’s 7.0 magnitude earthquake in
2010 to the Vodou practiced by rebels
during the Revolution, references to
Voodoo in America tend to obscure
the grievance behind a syncretic religious practice which enabled enslaved

Africans to retain their traditional
beliefs, and which became a source
of solidarity in the face of oppression
and suffering.
As with New Orleans itself, outsiders find themselves enticed by Voodoo’s
complex cultural mixture. Rarely understood in its religious, historical, or
political contexts, Voodoo continues to
exercise a powerful hold on the American imagination as something seductive
and enigmatic; branding from IPAs to
doughnuts indicate that it persists as a
countercultural signifier. But in New
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Iran’s increasingly sophisticated drone and missile strike packages are
driving America’s beleaguered allies to seek protection in Beijing
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Orleans, for Lilith Dorsey and others
like her, Voodoo remains a powerful
source of connection with a community,
a way to honor the past, and a means of
standing up to injustice.
This article was originally published on
October 31, 2022.
This story is part of a series Tablet is
publishing to promote religious literacy
across different religious communities,
supported by a grant from the Arthur
Vining Davis Foundations.

China, Russia, and Iran, and sown mistrust in the hearts of allies. The Biden
administration has failed to recognize
the problem and, therefore, has not begun to address it. Like marriages gone
sour and houses in Malibu, international orders erode gradually at first and
then all at once. News of the demise of
the American order in the Middle East
is certainly premature, but the ground
beneath it is shifting in very unsettling
ways that American policymakers appear determined to ignore.
On Jan. 17 of this year, the Houthis, Iran’s proxy in Yemen, launched an
Iranian-made ballistic missile at an oil
facility in the UAE near Al Dhafra Air
Base, which hosts the 380th Air Expeditionary Wing of the United States
Air Force. The missile failed to reach
its target when the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense system (THAAD),
a state-of-the-art American missile defense system, successfully intercepted
it. Unmanned aerial vehicles (called
UAVs or drones), which the Houthis
launched simultaneously, managed to
break through the defensive net, killing
three people.
This attack marked the first ever use
of the THAAD system in combat. One
week later, on Jan. 24, the THAAD batteries were back in action, countering
two Iranian-made missiles aimed directly at Al Dhafra, where approximately
2,000 American soldiers are stationed.
As the missiles hurtled their way toward
the Americans, THAAD and Patriot
interceptors worked together to down

y any objective measure, the military power of the United States
continues to dwarf
that of the Islamic Republic. The protests
on the streets of Iran’s cities prove that
the regime in Tehran is a decayed husk,
deeply unpopular and beset by myriad vulnerabilities that a deft American
policy could exploit. The United States
has the military capabilities to prevent
Iran from advancing toward a nuclear
bomb and to deter it from threatening
its neighbors—and it can do so without sparking a major war. It has more
than enough might to reassure allies
such as Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) that they can rest
comfortably under the American power
umbrella. What is more, the allies want
to remain inside the American system.
The erosion of the American order
is therefore more the result of confusion in Washington than of objective
shifts in global power. But how and
when will that confusion cease, so that

a more mutually beneficial relationship
might flower?
When President Joe Biden visited
Saudi Arabia in July, he sensed the existing distrust and tried to dispel it. “We
will not walk away and leave a vacuum
to be filled by China, Russia or Iran,” he
said. But promises like this fail to reassure the allies, who are looking not for
sweet words but resolute action that deters Iran. We have seen this kind of mistake in the past. In his famous speech
to the National Press Club on Jan. 12,
1950, Secretary of State Dean Acheson
defined America’s “defensive perimeter”
in Asia in a way that omitted South Korea. A week later, Congress voted down
a major assistance bill for South Korea.
Six months later, the North Koreans
stormed southward with the support of
China and the Soviet Union, who likely
concluded that the United States was
unwilling to protect its ally.
In the Middle East today, the United
States has once again drawn its defensive perimeter in a highly ambiguous
fashion. The ambiguity has emboldened
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them, narrowly averting disaster. On
that day, the Houthis also simultaneously launched two ballistic missiles at
Saudi Arabia. One was intercepted; the
other one wounded two people.
Key elements of these attacks remain
shrouded in secrecy. The Americans, the
Emiratis, and the Houthis themselves
have refrained from identifying some
of the targeted sites. For all we know,
one of the unidentified targets might
have been the Burj Khalifa, the tallest
building in the world which holds up to
10,000 people. These attacks could easily have generated a mass casualty event,
resulting in more deaths than al-Qaida’s operations on 9/11. If the Houthis
had hit Al Dhafra, the resulting loss of
American life could have taken the United States into war.
Yet in what has become a clear pattern since the arrival of President Biden
in office, American forces launched no
militarily significant response to what,
in effect, was an Iranian attack on American forces—an event that, in terms of
its geopolitical impact, was every bit as
important as the widely reported news
that Iran is supplying the armies of Russian leader Vladimir Putin with missile and drone packages for use in the
Ukraine war. In fact, the developments
in the Arabian Gulf and in Ukraine
are linked. Saudi Arabia and the UAE
have been on the receiving end of sophisticated Iranian missiles and drones
for around five years now. The immunity from counterattack that Iran has
enjoyed has emboldened it to support
Russia. Moreover, it has set America’s
Gulf allies on a quest for security that,
increasingly, is taking them out of the
arms of the United States and into the
waiting embrace of China. The week
before last, the Saudi Foreign Ministry
announced no less than three summit
meetings between the Saudis, the Gulf
States, and regional Arab countries with
the Chinese, concurrent with the anticipated visit of China’s President Xi Jinping to the kingdom.
One person who has observed and
analyzed the threat of Iran’s rapidly advancing drone and missile capabilities
more closely than almost anyone is Gen.
Kenneth McKenzie Jr., who retired in
April as the commander of U.S. Central
tabletmag.com

“Saudi Arabia and
the UAE rely on
the United States
for their defense:
If Iran possesses
overmatch against
them, does it also
possess overmatch
against the
United States?”

Command, the combatant operations
command responsible for prosecuting
the wars in the greater Middle East.
On Oct. 6, McKenzie discussed the
improved quality of Iranian weapons,
emphasizing three systems in particular: ballistic missiles, cruise missiles,
and drones. “Over the past five to seven
years, Iranian capabilities in these three
domains have risen to such a degree
that they now possess what I would
call effective ‘overmatch’ against their
neighbors,” he said at a public event at
Policy Exchange, a London think tank.
“‘Overmatch,’” he explained, “is a military term that means you have the ability to attack, and your defender will not
be able to mount a successful defense.”
McKenzie’s remarks were timely and
candid, but they danced around the
money question. Saudi Arabia and the
UAE rely on the United States for their
defense: If Iran possesses overmatch
against them, does it also possess overmatch against the United States?
Iran’s confidence that it can threaten
American forces without cost suggests
that it does. “We have built power to
defeat the U.S.,” said Gen. Hossein
Salami the commander of the Iranian
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC),
the elite branch of the Iranian armed
forces, in September 2021, following
an IRGC strike on a CIA hangar inside

an airport complex in the northern Iraqi
city of Irbil. “Today we no longer see a
dangerous U.S., but we witness a failed,
fleeing, and depressed U.S.,” the general continued.
Salami’s statement was not mere bluster. Iran can supply the Armed Forces
of the Russian Federation with drones
and missiles for the invasion of Ukraine
in part because its products are worth
buying, and in part because it no longer
fears an American response to actions
that might lead to the battlefield deaths
of NATO advisers. That’s because,
whether from its own territory or from
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Yemen, or Gaza,
Iran can strike the major population
centers and the critical national infrastructure of every Middle Eastern country that relies on the United States for its
security. The tanker traffic through the
Strait of Hormuz is easy pickings, as is
every American base in the Middle East.
And as America relaxes sanctions, in
the hopes of luring the Iranians back
into the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA), as the Iran nuclear
deal is officially known, the quality of
Iran’s drone and missile packages threatens to take another big leap forward. A
peek into the guts of the Russian-manufactured missiles that the Russian
military is firing at Ukraine today offers a window onto Iran’s weapons of
tomorrow. For example, the 9M727,
a Russian cruise missile that routinely pounds Ukrainian targets, relies on
Western components, including in its
mission computer and navigation systems—which Washington has targeted
through sanctions. Yet if the JCPOA
is resurrected, the IRGC will go on a
shopping spree. Its pockets will be filled
with cash, and the top global marketplaces will open their doors wide for it.
Iran’s weapons producers will integrate
Western parts into their own ballistic
missiles, cruise missiles, and drones,
making them smarter, faster, and more
maneuverable, and increasing the threat
that they pose to American bases and
American allies. Indeed, the battlefield
in Ukraine already offers evidence that
the Iranians, even while under sanctions, are improving their home-made
weapons with foreign parts—with electronic components from manufacturers
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developed a network of nonstate actors,
including Hezbollah, the Houthis, and
dozens of Iraqi and Syrian militias, who
help Tehran counter the United States
and its allies in a broad “Axis of Resistance.” The IRGC trains the proxies
ideologically, giving them operational
coherence and linking them to Tehran
while spreading its revolutionary DNA
to all corners of the Middle East. The
IRGC provides Hezbollah with manufacturing skills, and the Houthis with
instruction in assembling the weapons
from parts. In addition, Tehran teaches
its proxies distinctive concepts of operations based on integrating drones
and missiles in combat. The provision
of these systems and Iran’s unique way
of combining them together is the key
to creating a transnational terror network that can have an outsize impact on
the battlefield.
When it comes to exporting the Islamic Revolution, the totemic quality
of missiles, especially ballistic missiles,
adds to their luster in the eyes of the
IRGC. Hinting at the possession of nuclear weapons, ballistic missiles radiate
power and enhance the prestige of the
Islamic Republic by placing it, at least
symbolically, on the same level as the
United States, Russia, and China. When
used asymmetrically against the United
States and its allies, they serve as propaganda by action, demonstrating the
power of the “Resistance Axis” and the
impotence of its enemies. “I would argue
that, day to day, the possession of [missile and drone] capabilities is perhaps
more important to the Iranians than the
nuclear [program],” Gen. McKenzie said
at the London event. Iranian leaders, he
continued, “have perverted their economy, and they have bent their industry
to produce these weapons systems. And
these are extremely effective systems.”
Indeed, since the IRGC’s intervention
with Russia in Syria in 2015, the growing power and sophistication of Iran’s
disruptive military capacity have become evident. The most dramatic direct
IRGC attack on an American facility
came on Jan. 8, 2020, in retaliation for
the killing by the Trump administration
of Qassem Soleimani, when the IRGC
fired between 13 and 16 missiles on Al
Asad base in Iraq. Though no Americans

in Texas being found inside downed Iranian drones.
The integration of Western technology will also make Iran’s weapons much
more attractive on the international arms market. Historically, Iranian
weapons have suffered from a reputation for unreliability, due to imperfect
reverse engineering of French, American, Chinese, and Russian designs, and
near exclusive reliance on indigenous
manufacturing of relatively poor quality. The lifting of American sanctions,
however, will allow the IRGC to build a
reliable supply chain of Western parts.
The resulting standardization of Iranian products will reduce unit costs. Sales
and profits will increase significantly. As
Iran continues its rise as a global arms
exporter, the size, sophistication, and
firepower of its arsenals will also rise.
Overmatch will increase.
~The IRGC’s disruptive military
capacity has four core components:
drones, missiles, operational art, and
a large network of proxy forces. If the
IRGC exhibits a special creativity with
respect to missiles and drones, it’s because these weapons are a good fit with
the organization’s strategic culture. The
IRGC has two principal missions: safeguarding the Revolution at home and
spreading it abroad. As a praetorian
guard tasked with protecting the regime
against attacks from an intensely hostile population, the IRGC instinctively
gravitates toward weapons that can be
operated by a tight network of trusted
loyalists without the cooperation of
large numbers of politically unreliable
recruits. For a group routinely tasked
with carrying out terrorist attacks, the
appeal of weapons that can strike terror
into civilian populations is inherent.
Iran’s drone manufacturing program,
one of the oldest in the Middle East,
dates back to the Iran-Iraq war of the
1980s. Recent advances give Iran membership in an exclusive club—namely,
those countries who produce loitering
munitions, or smart “kamikaze” drones.
Most of Iran’s UAVs are combat-tested,
having been deployed in a long list of
conflicts stretching from the Gulf to Yemen and Syria. And the list is growing,
starting, most notably, with Ukraine. Of
course, the Russian military has its own

indigenous arsenal of unmanned aerial
systems, but it uses them predominantly
for surveillance, spotting for artillery,
and in electronic warfare networks. By
contrast, the Iranian drone program prioritizes strike assets, which operate in
concert with missiles to pound targets
deep inside enemy territory.
The second component of the IRGC’s
disruptive military capacity is missile
warfare. According to the Defense Intelligence Agency, Iran has “the largest
and most diverse ballistic arsenal in the
Middle East, with a substantial inventory of close-range ballistic missiles,
short-range ballistic missiles, and medium-range ballistic missiles that can
strike targets throughout the region up
to 2,000 kilometers (1,243 miles) from
Iran’s borders.” Hezbollah, Iran’s premier proxy, boasts the second largest
missile arsenal in the Middle East, greater than that of either Turkey or Israel.
Size matters, of course, but so does
repertoire: The missile arsenals of Iran
include strategic systems suitable as delivery systems for nuclear weapons. As
for their short-range inventory, it now
includes road-mobile ballistic missiles
fit for battlefield use and easy transmission to proxies. Among these assets,
Iran’s solid-fueled missiles, centered on
the Fateh-110 baseline, minimize the
launch cycle, which is even more advantageous in battlefield engagements. In
recent years, Iran has also made significant advancements in its development
of cruise missiles.
The third component is operational art. Perhaps uniquely among global
arms producers, the IRGC has traditionally held primary responsibility for
missiles and drones, which it regards
as inseparable components of a unified
strike capacity—linking them together
at every stage of their life from manufacturing to combat deployment. Iran’s
missiles and drones emerge from the
same industrial networks, and some
weapons share critical sub-systems. The
IRGC stores drones and missiles together in underground facilities and deploys
them in tandem with innovative and sophisticated concepts of operations.
The final component of Iran’s disruptive military capacity is its large
stable of proxy forces. The IRGC has
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died, dozens suffered traumatic brain
injuries. The United States took no offensive countermeasures in response.
The IRGC attack on Al Asad base
mixed two different missiles: the solid-propellant Fateh-313 and the liquid-propellant Qiam. These missiles
have very different flight trajectories
and homing angles. Originally derived
from a rocket baseline, the Fateh family of missiles follows a quasi-ballistic
(pressed and flatter) trajectory, while
the Qiam missile’s separable warhead
follows a more lofted route. Even if missile defense systems had been deployed
to protect the base (they were not), this
mix would have complicated the job of
the sensors and interceptors. The Al
Asad operation demonstrated high-precision capabilities that surprised even
seasoned military observers. After that
attack, it is clearly wrong to depict Iran’s
missiles as “area attack weapons with
low accuracy,” as has been the habit of
analysts for many years.
As the IRGC’s capacities have grown,
the size of Iran’s missile and drone arsenals has also expanded dramatically.
“Iran is fielding an increasing number of
theater ballistic missiles, improving its
existing inventory, and developing technical capabilities that could enable it to
produce an intercontinental ballistic
missile,” the U.S. Defense Intelligence
Agency reported in 2019. Its drone program has shifted from building drones
for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) missions to building
predominantly strike assets in industrial
quantities. When going on the attack,
the IRGC can now choose from pinprick attacks to heavy bombardments;
from taking direct credit for its operations to hiding behind a proxy.
The expanding sophistication and
size of the IRGC’s disruptive arsenal
allows Iran and its proxies to combine
missiles, drones, and loitering munitions in the same “strike package”—a
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practice that taxes even state-of-the-art
air and missile defense architectures.
The combination of loitering munitions, ballistic, and cruise missiles that
the Houthis launched at the UAE last
January exemplifies the trend. Loitering
munitions confuse sensors, especially
at slower speeds, because they blend in
with “ground clutter”—factors such as
birds, tall buildings, and storms. In addition, swarms of loitering munitions,
cheaper in unit costs, can easily saturate
interceptor missiles. With their great
maneuverability and low-altitude navigation skills, cruise missiles minimize
their exposure to radar or avoid it altogether. Finally, ballistic missiles come
in hard and fast like a bullet, carrying
large warheads capable of much heavier
destruction. Each one of these weapons
poses its own special challenge to the
sensors and interceptors of a missile defense network. When all three are combined in significant numbers, they will
stress any network to a breaking point.
~Iran’s disruptive military capacity
has shifted the balance of power in the
Gulf for two basic reasons. First, the
defense economics work decidedly in
Tehran’s favor. America and its allies
spend more money—tens or hundreds
of times more—to down Iranian missiles and drones than it costs Iran to
build and launch them. Jeremy Binnie,
a defense specialist at the global intelligence company Janes recently made the
point in an interview with Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty with respect to
the Ukraine war. While having more
missiles gives Russia “the ability to sustain the bombardment against Ukraine,”
the delivery of Patriot missile defense
batteries will not solve the problem.
“It’s eye wateringly expensive and it’s
probably not really practical because
each [missile] battery only covers one
city,” Binnie said. “You would never get
enough batteries to get the coverage you
would want. You just wouldn’t be able
to find them, produce them, and train
enough Ukrainians.”
More importantly, when combined
in a large strike package, some of Iran’s
missiles and drones will inevitably break
through America’s defensive shield.
Even the most sophisticated defensive
systems operating at peak performance

cannot prevent at least some of Iran’s
weapons from hitting their targets. In
the January attacks against the UAE,
for example, the defensive network
performed well. But people still died.
In missile defense, a 90% interception
rate is a feat of technical wizardry. But
if 1 in 10 or even 1 in 20 missiles breaks
through, it’s not long before “success”
starts exacting a higher cost than most
leaders care to pay. Imagine if in the next
attack against the UAE, one of Iran’s
missiles were to slip through the defensive net and strike Burj Khalifa. “Success” will result in catastrophic failure.
Iran’s disruptive military capacity has created, in military parlance,
an “offense-dominant regime” in the
Middle East—a balance of power that
favors Iranian offensive action. What
Gen. McKenzie calls “overmatch” represents a failure by America to heed an
ironclad law of military science: Defensive systems alone cannot reverse
an offense-dominant regime. Offensive
countermeasures are the sole means to
restore the balance—through the elementary logic of deterrence.
For Iran to halt its aggression, leaders in Tehran must believe that America
and allied forces will respond to provocations by exacting an unbearable cost.
To be truly persuasive, American and
allied forces must have at their ready
sufficient firepower to respond instantaneously, and they must also demonstrate
a steadfast willingness to conduct offensive operations. Such a forward-leaning
strategy has long been central to Israeli
military doctrine, though with some
recent lapses under American political
pressure. It is easy to see why Israel has
long emphasized offense over defense; as
a proverbial “one-bomb country,” a large
percentage of whose GDP is generated
within a few square miles of Tel Aviv,
Israel simply cannot afford to wait to
see how many bombs or missiles make it
through “Iron Dome” or the latest arrays
of anti-rocket laser weapons—especially if there is any chance that even one
of the missiles in question might carry
a “dirty bomb,” let alone a nuclear warhead. The more sophisticated Iranian
systems become, the more aggressively
the Israelis must lean forward in order
to maintain deterrence.
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By promising the integration of Israeli military systems with those of
the Gulf countries, the Abraham Accords strengthened Israel’s capacity
for offensive action, which according
to the paradoxical logic of military
strategy made it possible for Israel to
adopt a somewhat more relaxed posture toward the Iranian threat. Yet the
growing sophistication of the IRGC’s
drone and missile packages, combined
with the Biden administration’s favored
strategy of “regional integration,” highlighted most recently by the U.S.-sponsored Israeli gas deal with Hezbollah,
makes a more relaxed posture even less
sustainable. Founded on the idea of a
“balance of deterrence,” the Biden administration’s “regional integration”
strategy intentionally limits the threat
that Israel can pose to the IRGC and its
proxies, thereby making an Iranian attack more likely—while restraining any
Israeli response.
America’s Gulf allies are even less capable of generating an offensive threat
to counter Iran, as they simply do not
possess the size and the military might
to match the IRGC step-for-step should
it decide to race up the ladder of military escalation. Iran now has one of the
largest missile arsenals in the world,
large enough in raw firepower to reduce
the major cities of Saudi Arabia and the
UAE to rubble. For the leaders in Riyadh
and Abu Dhabi, the bombardments of
Ukraine by Russia today and the destruction of Syrian cities by Russia and
Iran in the recent past are warnings
that they disregard only at their peril.
If they take offensive countermeasures
against Iran, residential neighborhoods
in their major cities will be flattened
and their critical national infrastructure
destroyed. The only thing that might
convince them to participate, directly
or indirectly, in offensive countermeasures against Iran is an ironclad guarantee from Biden that he will deter the
IRGC’s missiles and drones.
But as a matter of policy, Biden refuses to offer such a guarantee. Before retiring last April, Gen. McKenzie released
the “Posture Statement” for U.S. Central
Command, the unclassified annual report to Congress that every combatant
commander writes, summarizing the
tabletmag.com
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challenges in their area of operations
and the readiness of the command to
meet them. Gen. McKenzie’s statement
is a perfect example of its kind. The
document walks the thin line between
remaining faithful to orders and at the
same time sounding the alarm that the
orders are inadequate. About offensive
counter measures, McKenzie minces
no words. “Although the United States
provides information and defensive
assistance to Saudi and Emirati armed
forces, it does not provide offensive military support,” he writes.
When nervous allies seek commitments from the United States in the
form of arms sales, they meet with the
same diffidence. America is happy to
sell many kinds of weapons, just not
the kinds that directly counterbalance
Iran’s capabilities—namely, long-range
missiles and drones. This refusal, too,
is unlikely to be reversed, because it is
based on tortuous approval processes
embedded in law. Only on rare occasions has the United States delivered
ballistic missiles to allies, and for years
it adopted a similar restraint regarding
the provision of strike drones. Although
restrictions on drone exports have relaxed somewhat in recent years, streamlining the process remains difficult for
several reasons—not least of which is
the fact that congressional approval is

mandated by law. As a result, only the
president can cut through the red tape.
The chances of Biden taking such
necessary action in the current political climate are slim. They grow slimmer still when considering that most
of Biden’s top advisers, almost all of
whom are alumni of the Obama administration, have convinced themselves
that offensive countermeasures against
Iran, the very bedrock of deterrence, are
inherently counterproductive.
Consider Trump’s order, in January
2020, to kill Gen. Qassem Soleimani.
The commander of the Quds Force of
the IRGC, Soleimani was the architect
of Iran’s disruptive military strategy,
and the second-most powerful man in
Iran. Trump gave the order specifically
in order to deter Iran, to teach leaders
in Tehran that operations against American forces would cost it dearly. Susan
Rice, who had previously served as President Obama’s national security adviser and who now serves under Biden as
his domestic policy adviser, took to the
pages of The New York Times to express
the prevailing view in senior Democratic circles. “Despite President Trump’s
oft-professed desire to avoid war with
Iran and withdraw from military entanglements in the Middle East,” she wrote
at the time, “his decision to order the
killing of … Iran’s second most important official … now locks our two countries in a dangerous escalatory cycle that
will likely lead to wider warfare.”
In the view of senior officials in the
Biden administration, offensive countermeasures against Iran will destroy the
possibility of returning to the JCPOA.
It will also push Iran closer to China and
Russia. In his bid for the presidency in
2020, Biden campaigned on the idea
that diplomatic engagement with Iran
was, to quote an op-ed published under
his name, “a smarter way” to contain the
IRGC’s proxy network and to prevent
it from developing a nuclear weapon.
A decision by Biden to adopt offensive
countermeasures against Iran would
place him on a collision course with the
left-wing of his base.
Locked in a maze of bad ideas and
domestic political considerations,
the Biden administration cannot be
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and navigation systems, advanced sensors, mission computers, command and
control data link systems, and more. The
improvement that these items will make
to existing systems will allow Iranian
missiles and drones to advance quickly,
skipping a generation or two in a few
short years. What is more, Iran will
make these advances while relying on
lessons learned from hot conflicts in
both the Middle East and Ukraine—the
professional assessment of a real combat
record being the most precious type of
input for defense industries seeking to
improve their products.
These predictions hardly require a
crystal ball. Even while under severe
sanctions, Iran has already become an
arms exporter, and not just to Hezbollah, the Houthis, and other members
of the “Resistance Axis.” In addition to
Russia, Tehran has supplied drones to
Ethiopia and Venezuela, and it is building a drone factory in Tajikistan. It is reportedly exploring weapons deals with
Armenia, Serbia, and Algeria, among
others. The list of prospects will undoubtedly increase as the world sees
the effectiveness of Iranian drones and
missiles in Ukraine. If today Venezuela
were to import the Soumar, an Iranian
long-range cruise missile based on the
Soviet-Russian Kh-55 line of missiles,
it would probably have difficulty hitting targets inside the United States.
Its range will increase, however, once
the JCPOA facilitates the integration
of Western components. Cities such as
Miami and New Orleans will easily fall
into the crosshairs of the anti-American
regime in Caracas, posing a direct strategic threat to the American homeland.
~But suppose the JCPOA is never
resurrected. Suppose Iran remains under harsh American sanctions. Unfortunately, Iran’s disruptive military capacity will still rise, because it has already

expected to remedy the situation that allowed Iran to possess overmatch against
the United States and its allies in the
Middle East. The resulting damage to
American alliances is significant.
Nothing demoralizes Saudi, Emirati,
and Israeli leaders more than the spectacle of American forces steadfastly refusing to defend themselves. Consider
the background to the twin attacks on
the UAE and Saudi Arabia last January.
For several years prior to the attack, Iran
had provided the Houthi forces with
drones, ballistic missiles, cruise missiles,
loitering munitions, coastal weapons,
and related technologies. In the words
of Gen. McKenzie’s Posture Statement,
the provision of these capabilities to
the Houthis constituted “the most complex and consequential threat to U.S.,
partner, and allied forces.” The Iranian
officer who was—and still remains—in
charge on the ground in Yemen is Abdul Reza Shahlai, a man responsible for
the deaths of more Americans than perhaps any other living person. A deputy
commander of the IRGC Quds Force,
and a close associate of Qassem Solemani, Shahlai had extensive experience
in Iraq, where he was in charge, among
other things, of organizing attacks on
American forces. In 2011, he played
a major organizing role in the plot to
assassinate Adel al-Jubeir, the Saudi
ambassador to the United States, at a
restaurant in Washington, D.C.
Under the guidance of Shahlai and
emboldened by declining American
support for the Saudi-led coalition in
Yemen, the Houthis conducted over 325
cross-border attacks with drones and
missiles in the year prior to the attack
on Al Dhafra. Some significant number
of these attacks endangered U.S. citizens and military personnel. During
the same period, Iranian proxies in Iraq
directly attacked American forces dozens of times.
After the Jan. 24 ballistic missile attack on American forces, U.S. National
Security Advisor Jake Sullivan met with
the Saudi and Emirati ambassadors to
the United States. According to the official summary of the meeting, the three
did not discuss the Iranian ballistic missile attack on American forces but rather “the ongoing Houthi attacks against

civilian targets in the UAE and Saudi
Arabia that have resulted in civilian
casualties in both countries.” In other
words, Sullivan publicly framed the attacks as part of a bilateral contest over
Yemen between Saudi Arabia and the
UAE on the one hand, and the Houthis
on the other—erasing entirely the Iranian role in the attacks. That’s because any
public acknowledgement of Tehran’s
decisive role would inevitably open the
Biden administration to questions about
how it plans to counter Iran. These are
inconvenient questions, because the administration has no such plan, and no
intention of developing one.
If the Americans won’t even defend
themselves, the Emiratis and Saudis
wonder, why would they ever defend us?
Yet there is one thing that the Biden administration is clearly hardwired to defend: the JCPOA. For nearly two years,
the administration has presented the
resurrection of the nuclear deal as an essential first step to solving all problems
related to Iran. A return to the JCPOA,
however, will not reduce the deterrence
gap created by Iran’s disruptive military
capacity. It will only widen it.
To grasp why, consider the Noor
anti-ship missile, which Hezbollah
used against Israel in 2006 to cripple
the INS Hanit, the Israeli Navy’s Sa’ar
5-class corvette. At the time, Israel was
not aware that Hezbollah possessed a
weapon of this range. The Hanit limped
to port, and was removed from combat
for the duration of the war.
How did the Iranians acquire this
technology? Explanations differ, but
they probably reverse-engineered a Chinese missile, the C-802, which is China’s
analogue to France’s famous Exocet missile. To compare the Exocet to the Noor,
however, is like comparing an original
photograph to a blurry photocopy of a
photocopy of that photograph. In other words, Hezbollah disabled a stateof-the-art warship with an imperfect
reproduction of a Western system that
was three decades old. If the JCPOA
is revived, Iran will turn to Western
suppliers to modernize its homegrown
defense industries. The IRGC’s procurement network will be able to purchase
off-the-shelf subsystems of missiles and
drones, such as aerial engines, guidance
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reached a critical mass, meaning it will
continue to grow under even the harshest sanctions regime. The evidence for
this is in front of our eyes, in the form
of the Russian military’s need for a
large-scale supply of Iranian weapons
to sustain its campaign in Ukraine. The
IRGC’s defense industrial network can
now supply the world’s second-largest
arms exporter in a high-tempo invasion
at NATO’s doorstep. As a critical supplier to Russia, Iran will enjoy Moscow’s
backing as it works to develop its weapons. In the eyes of the Kremlin, Tehran
is not merely a strategic partner in the
Middle East; it is a critical arms supplier
that came to Putin’s aid in his hour of
need. From now on, Russia will do all
it can to ensure that the Iranian drones
and missiles keep coming. In short,
there is no turning back from here.
With or without the JCPOA, Iran’s
drone and missile programs will grow,
although they will expand much faster
under a revived nuclear deal. From the
point of view of the leaders in Riyadh
and Abu Dhabi, therefore, Iranian overmatch is, in effect, a permanent aspect
of life.
The reality of Iranian overmatch is
now driving a dizzying number of diplomatic shifts in the Middle East. Over
the last year alone, the UAE has, among
other moves, ended a decadelong bitter
rivalry with Turkey, improved relations
with Israel and Iran simultaneously, and
opened up to the Assad regime. These
should be understood, simultaneously,
as moves toward Iran and its ally Assad in order to gain goodwill in Tehran
(not to mention Washington, where the
Biden administration looks favorably
on the diplomatic engagement of the Islamic Republic) while simultaneously
developing relationships with the two
regional powers, Israel and Turkey,
who, each in its own way, are capable
of counterbalancing Iranian power. The
goal is to reduce the Iranian threat as
much as possible while also increasing
the number of friends who can help
manage it.
All this activity has taken place
against the backdrop of increasingly
close UAE ties with China. In the spring
of 2021, U.S. intelligence agencies
learned, according to The Wall Street
tabletmag.com
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Journal, that China was secretly building what they suspected was a military
facility in the UAE. Of all the forms of
hedging by America’s Gulf allies, the
hedging toward Beijing is the one that
should alarm Washington the most.
The UAE is located on the south
coast of the Strait of Hormuz, through
which around one-third of the world’s
liquefied natural gas and one quarter of
its oil passes. After some arm twisting
from Washington, the Emiratis shut
down China’s military construction
project. Had it reached completion,
the facility would have become China’s second base overlooking a Middle
Eastern choke point, the first being the
Chinese People’s Liberation Army Support Base in Djibouti. Though technically in Africa, the Djibouti base lies
just 20 miles from Yemen. It watches
over the Bab al-Mandab Strait, which
guards the Red Sea approaches to the
Suez Canal from the Indian Ocean,
and through which most of the oil
that Gulf countries export to Europe
passes—about 3.6 million barrels per
day. About 2.6 million barrels per day
flow through it in the opposite direction, mainly to Asian markets, including China, from European and African producers.
America’s greatest rival since the Soviet Union is maneuvering to bring the

global tanker trade within range, and it
takes little imagination to understand
why. China and its East Asian rivals are
all heavily dependent on oil and liquefied natural gas that either originates
in the Middle East or transits through
it. If Xi Jinping were to launch an invasion of Taiwan, Washington could
impose an energy blockade on China.
This option is one of America’s greatest instruments for deterring an attack.
Acutely aware of this vulnerability, Xi
aspires to supplant the United States
as the dominant power in the Middle
East. By achieving this goal, Beijing
would simultaneously secure China’s
supply lines while placing its thumb
on the windpipe of its rivals, including Taiwan.
Those analysts who insist that China
is not seeking to supplant the United
States in the Middle East rest their argument on the claim that China’s interests in the region are overwhelmingly
commercial. If Beijing were to involve
itself in security matters, so the argument goes, it would have to take sides
in bitter disputes, such as those between Iran and its antagonists. Instead,
Beijing seeks good relations with all
sides, so that it will not be shut out of
any market and be free to buy and sell
from all. In addition, the analysts note
that Beijing does not have the alliance
musculature to provide credible security guarantees and to back them up
with continuous delivery of reliable
weaponry. Beijing simply cannot offer
America’s allies what they want most—
namely, protection from Iran. Only the
United States can provide the necessary security umbrella.
These points are not so much false as
overstated. China’s naval buildup is the
fastest the world has ever seen. Within
about a decade, the Chinese navy will
have an expeditionary force capable of
intervening in all corners of the world.
While Beijing does not yet have the
power to snatch away America’s allies
in one fell swoop, it is racing toward
acquiring that power—aided by American policymakers in Washington, who
are depriving U.S. allies of their ability to meet the Iranian threat to their
own countries.
American analysts inside and outside
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government paid scant attention to Xi’s
change of course in 2016, when competition with the United States in the Middle East took an overtly military turn.
This was the year that Xi first decided
to build the base in Djibouti. In January of that year, he visited the region,
stopping in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and
Iran, which received special attention.
While in Tehran, he and his hosts drafted a 25-year “Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership,” which was finalized five
years later, in 2021. The exact details of
the agreement are still unknown, but
credible reporting indicates that China
has pledged to invest $400 billion in
exchange for a discounted supply of oil.
The two powers will also increase their
cooperation in security and defense,
including in weapons development.
Subsequently, China also initiated the
accession process for Iran’s full membership in the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, a process that came to
fruition in September.
China’s courtship of Iran did not, as
one might have expected, alienate Riyadh and Abu Dhabi. On the contrary, it
sparked a competition for influence in
Beijing—one that Xi is happy to stoke.
On the eve of his trip, the Chinese government also published an “Arab Policy
Paper,” which, among things, promised
to “deepen cooperation on weapons,
equipment and various specialized
technologies.” The PRC advanced its
status as an arms supplier to the region,
providing military equipment to Saudi
Arabia and the UAE, among others, at
discount prices and without preconditions, attempting, according to Gen.
McKenzie’s Posture Statement, “to supplant the U.S. as ‘a partner of choice.’”
As a result, China increased its arms
sales to Saudi Arabia and the UAE by
386% and 169%, respectively, over the
preceding four-year period.
The specific weapons that the UAE
and Saudi Arabia are buying speak volumes. Abu Dhabi and Riyadh are both
buying drones from China. In 2016,
China and Saudi Arabia closed a deal to
establish a joint drone production plant
in the kingdom. With necessary reexport licensing, this plant can also turn
Saudi Arabia into a commercial hub
for selling Chinese drones to Middle

Eastern clientele. Beijing is not just providing drones to America’s closest and
most influential Arab ally—it is turning Riyadh into a supplier of Chinese
technology to America’s other Middle
Eastern friends. In addition to drones,
Riyadh is purchasing ballistic missiles
(while also receiving assistance on its
nuclear program). In the early 1990s,
Riyadh purchased surface-to-surface
ballistic missiles from China, which can
carry nuclear warheads up to 3,000 kilometers. In 2007, however, the Saudis
procured more accurate missiles with
a much shorter range. Why the shift?
Riyadh was closely tracking the development of Iran’s arsenal and acquiring
systems designed to match it.
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That Saudi Arabia and the UAE spend
10 or 20 times more money on American than Chinese weapons gives comfort to the American analysts who see
little strategic calculus behind Beijing’s
military sales. The huge investment in
American arms and equipment proves
to them that China poses no threat. But
a dollar-for-dollar comparison ignores
this strategically important fact: China
now holds the balance between Iran and
the Gulf States with respect to the very
weapons that give Iran its disruptive military edge. Xi Jinping has managed to insinuate China into the balance of power
between America’s Gulf allies and Iran.
The significance of this fact increases
when considering an additional advantage that, in the eyes of America’s allies,
China holds over the United States.
Beijing, unlike Washington, actually
wields influence in Tehran—in fact, it
is the only power that does. Therefore,
it is not entirely true to say that only
the United States has the tools to help
its allies contain Iran. Washington has
unparalleled military tools, to be sure,
but it pointedly refuses to use them.
China, by contrast, has political influence, and it is working toward developing the military tools it needs to achieve
its strategic goals.
Especially after the withdrawal from
Afghanistan, America’s allies believe
that the United States is likely to leave
the Middle East. China, by contrast, is
screaming with a bullhorn that it will
soon be a major player in the region. The

arms purchases of Abu Dhabi and Riyadh are but one part of a hedge toward
the rising power. Take, for example, the
case of the UAE. In addition to buying
Chinese weapons, Abu Dhabi also works
with Chinese companies in areas that
might be called “defense adjacent,” such
as artificial intelligence, space exploration, and telecommunications. Complacent American analysts code this cooperation as “commercial” activity, but
it comes loaded with adverse strategic
implications for the United States.
The controversy over the UAE’s efforts to buy the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter demonstrates the magnitude of the
problem. When the Emiratis refused
to renege on their deal with Huawei
to build their 5G telecoms infrastructure, the United States refused to follow through on its commitment to sell
them the F-35, which is the backbone
of fifth-generation tactical military
aviation. The UAE would have become
the only Arab nation to gain admission
into the F-35 club. The lost revenues
to America totaled, in upfront costs
alone, $23 billion. The UAE has been
effectively downgraded as an American
defense partner, perhaps permanently.
Using relatively small arms sales
and commercial transactions, the Chinese president has already slipped the
thin end of a very big wedge between
the United States and its Gulf allies. If
America doesn’t reverse its course soon,
the gap that Xi has created by leveraging the Iranian threat will continue to
widen, empowering China and leaving
America out in the cold.
Michael Doran is Director of the
Center for Peace and Security in the
Middle East and a Senior Fellow at the
Hudson Institute in Washington, D.C.
This article was originally published on
November 2, 2022..
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THE BIG STORY

→ American troops are on the ground in Ukraine to oversee and conduct

The Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) has accelerated its
constitutionally dubious attempts
to police social media platforms
after shutting down its controversial
Disinformation Governance Board
(DGB) earlier this year, according
to a new report by The Intercept.
The DGB’s mandate to combat
online disinformation immediately
drew critiques across the political
spectrum, with comparisons to
Orwell’s Ministry of Truth, when it was
announced in April. Those criticisms
grew when the media surfaced
previous statements made by the
board’s director, Nina Jankowicz, who
was billed as a “disinformation expert”
and had advocated for legislation
that would criminalize “awful but
lawful content.” After her high-profile
resignation and the DGB’s dissolution
this summer, Jankowicz said the true
intent of the DGB was misrepresented
in the media, telling NPR that “we
weren’t going to be doing anything
related to policing speech.” In fact, it
would appear now that the DHS was
doing just that.
Expanding far beyond elections
and immigration, which had been
the initial purview of the DGB, the
strategic priorities of the DHS
evolved to regulate “inaccurate
information” spanning “the origins
of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines,
racial justice, U.S. withdrawal from
Afghanistan, and the nature of U.S.
support to Ukraine.”
—Sean Cooper

inspections of some of the tens of thousands of weapons provided by the
United States to Ukraine in its war against Russia, top military personnel
confirmed this week. Despite the confirmation that U.S. troops are on the ground
in Ukraine, an anonymous Pentagon official told The Washington Post that they
would not carry out their mission “close to the front lines.”

→ A federal judge halted the merger between Penguin Random House and

Simon & Schuster, a $2.2 billion deal that would have created a publishing
company with control of 49% of all book sales in the United States. According
to the judge, the new publishing behemoth’s grip on the industry would
“substantially … lessen competition” and make it easier for the conglomerate to
offer lower bids on authors’ new book rights. “You might as well say you’re going
to have a husband and wife bidding against each other for the same house,”
Stephen King testified during the trial. Though the merger likely would have had
a small impact on household names like King, it could have significantly reduced
the quality of offers and marketing services provided to new authors or writers
with smaller audiences, prosecutors for the U.S. attorney general argued.

→ Hoping to avoid the fate of the 20,000 workers placed in mandatory

quarantine after a COVID-19 outbreak in October at the Foxconn campus,
where Apple’s iPhones are produced in central China, another 200,000
workers have escaped the remote campus facilities by climbing over
fences and walking dozens of miles to find transportation home. Speaking to
Bloomberg, factory workers describe being locked into quarantine dorms,
littered with piles of trash, where access to food was intermittent, sometimes
reduced to just rations of bread. The mass exodus underscores the economic
toll and growing unrest for those enduring China’s draconian zero-COVID-19
policies.

→ Icy relations between enemy states Israel and Saudi Arabia continue to

thaw, at least in the soft diplomacy of the world of sports, as Shachar Sagiv
became the first Israeli to compete in Saudi Arabia during a triathlon hosted
in the Saudi Kingdom over the weekend. Though Sagiv has had a rough time on
the course (eliminated after falling from his bike), the diplomatic implications
marked a “significant breakthrough,” according to Yael Arad, head of the Israeli
Olympic committee. “This is a growing trend and the true force in normalization
between nations, and especially people.”

→ At least 100 people were killed and 300 injured on Saturday after car bombs

were detonated at a busy market near a state education building in Mogadishu,
Somalia, but the death toll is expected to continued rising, according to Somali
officials. The Islamist group al-Shabaab, which maintains ties to al-Qaeda,
claimed responsibility for the terrorist bombing; it said it targeted Somalia’s
education ministry because the government was engaged in a “war on minds”
by using a Christian-based syllabus in the school system. Emergency personnel
were responding to the wounded from the first car bomb when the second
car bomb exploded. “We failed to stop her,” Mohamed Moalim said of his wife,
Fardwasa, a mother of six who rushed from a restaurant near the site of the first
explosion to lend aid. “She was killed by the second blast.”
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How the Media Trains
Journalists to Lie
By ‘ratioing’ NBC’s Dasha Burns for questioning John
Fetterman’s health, her fellow journalists hid the truth from
the public but exposed how they manufacture consent
BY LEIGHTON WOODHOUSE

O

moment of introspection but, still, it’s
incredible to see how many pundits
and blue-check experts chose to double
down on the “ableist” defense. The few
nonconservative commentators who
had the gall to note the reality about
the debate were promptly disciplined.
“There is no amount of empathy for and
understanding about Fetterman’s health
and recovery that changes the fact that
this is absolutely painful to watch,”
tweeted New York Magazine’s Olivia
Nuzzi. In response, Nuzzi was instantly
accused of “ableism,” racism, acting out
of hatred, and lacking a conscience. The
experts had spoken! But for the rest of
us, it’s an excellent time to take stock of
what Burns’ colossal ratio and the subsequent swarm on Nuzzi were meant
to accomplish.

n the debate stage
last week, Pennsylvania Democratic Senate
candidate John Fetterman performed like one
might expect from
someone who survived a stroke only
five months ago. In the aftermath of
the debate, Democratic strategists have
been asking—anonymously, of course—
how anybody thought it was a good
idea to foist Fetterman onto such a public stage. The simplest answer is that
they thought they could get away with
it because they believed their own hype.
A swarm of liberal political pundits
and journalists had spent the previous
weeks denouncing any questions about
Fetterman’s health as illegitimate, while
attacking the few reporters who dared
raise such questions as heartless bigots
and right-wing shills. In the process,
they unintentionally revealed something essential about how the elite media distorts the public’s understanding
of key issues by bullying journalists into
repeating obvious lies.
Case in point: NBC News’ Dasha
Burns. On Oct. 7, Burns conducted an
on-camera interview with Fetterman.
Because Fetterman has “auditory processing issues” as a result of the stroke,
according to his campaign, he had to
use a closed-captioning system to understand Burns’ questions. After the interview aired, Burns told NBC’s Lester
Holt on air that Fetterman didn’t appear to understand her pre-interview
banter. Burns was just doing her job
by reporting on the fitness of a public
official, but her assessment also seemed

to lend credibility to the line of attack
coming from Fetterman’s Republican
opponent, Mehmet Oz, who has claimed
that Fetterman is suffering from cognitive decline and covering it up. Simply
for stating the facts as she had observed
them, Burns was seen to be supporting
the “wrong” candidate.
The media felt a great disturbance
in the Force. On Twitter, blue-check
journalists jumped in to defend Fetterman and throw shade at Burns. Soon,
Burns’ tweets were inundated by thousands of haters calling her “disgraceful,”
“trash,” and, again and again, “ableist.”
The Associated Press published a syndicated story amplifying the criticism
and suggesting that Burns’ remarks had
given ammunition to the Republicans.
The New York Times published an oped deploring her remarks. Savannah
Guthrie confronted Burns about it on
air. On The View, Sunny Hostin implied
Burns had acted unethically. BuzzFeed
published an article essentially accusing Burns of putting disabled people at
risk of violence. Recaps of the criticisms
surrounding Burns’ interview appeared
in The Washington Post, LA Times and
other publications where they served to
legitimate the idea of a controversy that
the media itself had created.
That’s how it remained for two weeks:
with Burns scolded and swarmed, and
other journalists left to internalize the
message about what would happen to
them if they too stepped out of line.
Then, Fetterman’s abysmal debate
performance vindicated her. Most of us
know better than to expect the media establishment to pause for even a fleeting
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When I was in college, like any budding
leftist, I read a lot of Noam Chomsky.
Chomsky’s most famous book is Manufacturing Consent, in which he argues
that the big corporations that pay for
the advertising that keeps the media
industry afloat exercise a soft power
over journalists. It’s not that they tell
publishers and broadcasters what they
can and cannot print. They don’t need
to. Their looming presence as the industry’s paymasters is enough for editors and reporters to figure out quickly
where the lines are that they cannot
cross. Simply by observing what kind
of reporting is incentivized in the business and which kinds of stories will
help them get ahead in their own careers, individual journalists self-censor.
What emerges is a pliant, self-policing,
corporate-friendly media.
Chomsky’s theory, if it was ever true,
seemed to become obsolete with the invention of the internet. Before the internet, the mass media was the only way
for advertisers to reach millions of people at a time. Today, not only has social
media broken that monopoly, but digital
ads can be targeted in a way they never
could on TV or in newspapers and magazines. No longer do corporations have
to pay a surcharge on their ad spending
to cover the salaries of journalists and
editors and typesetters. They get a much
better service for way cheaper on Google and Facebook.
13

In his book Postjournalism and the
Death of Newspapers, Andrey Mir describes what happened next. Starved
of ad revenues, print media outlets
changed their business models. They
had already been drifting toward partisanship, but now they saw there was
money in it. Instead of seeing their
readers as consumers of the ads they
sold, they started looking at them as
potential donors. They began appealing to their political consciences, asking
readers to subsidize their noble journalistic missions, NPR pledge-drive style.
“Support our brave truth-telling work,”
went the pitch, “for Democracy Dies
In Darkness!”
This shift went full throttle during
the Trump years, as the president attacked reporters as “the enemy of the
people,” instantly transforming them
into heroes in the eyes of Democrats.
The only way to defeat Trump and his
lies, liberals came to believe, was by
forking over their money to The New
York Times. Only The New York Times
(and The Washington Post, and The
Guardian, and The New Republic, and
The Intercept, etc.) had the reporting
chops, the prestige, and the national audience to counter Trump’s propaganda
with the truth. By subscribing to the
Times, you weren’t just paying to access
a consumer product; you were donating
to a cause. You were doing your part to
make sure the truth got pushed out into
the discourse, that it reached millions
of Americans who, without it, might
be left brainwashed by the MAGA hate
machine and its “disinformation.”
In other words, you were paying to
build your own propaganda apparatus
to counter Trump’s.
Under Trump, the media brands behind the news Americans consumed
became badges of political affiliation,
even more than they were before. If you
despised the administration, you would
never dream of watching Fox News. Instead, you would watch CNN or MSNBC voraciously, and share stories from
The New York Times or The Washington
Post on your Facebook feed. During the
Trump administration this became the
media’s new value proposition to its
consumers, and for a select few outlets,
it was a godsend. The New York Times’
tabletmag.com

“As news
organizations
became more
partisan than
ever before, their
loyal readers and
viewers came to
demand a standard
of ideological
fealty from
their coverage.”
subscriber rolls ballooned, as did its
newsroom, becoming the largest in the
paper’s history.
As news organizations became more
partisan than ever before, their loyal
readers and viewers came to demand
a standard of ideological fealty from
their coverage.
Before the internet, a politically unpopular story might trigger a flood of
nasty letters to the editor, but as long
as it didn’t upset any major advertisers,
the haters could be safely ignored. Now
that it was the readers paying the rent,
things were different. A revolt by your
readers, if you were a newspaper publisher post-2016, was a direct threat to
your bottom line.
But there was a threat even more perilous than that: a revolt by all the young
reporters you hired to cater to the millions of outraged new subscribers you
had enlisted in the fight against MAGA
authoritarianism. Those young reporters were true believers. They’d never
known the old, aspirationally nonpartisan mode of journalism. They had
joined your outlet to fight for social justice, wielding their pens as swords. So
had all the app coders you had enticed
away from their overpaid but unfulfilling Facebook jobs with the promise that
here, you might take a pay cut but you
could also change the world.

Today, a politically unpopular article or personality can leave a publisher
besieged from the outside while facing
a revolt from within. We’ve seen this
play out again and again, especially at
The New York Times. There was The
Nazi Next Door scandal, the Donald
McNeil fiasco, the Tom Cotton op-ed
outrage, the Andy Mills brouhaha, the
Alison Roman inanity and everything
that Bari Weiss ever wrote or tweeted.
Some of these tempests may have started with readers, others with journalists,
but mostly it was hard to say, because
they emerged from the swamp where
the media industry’s most indignant
consumers and its loudest employees
coalesce: Twitter.
As these changes took place across
the digital media industry, Twitter became a disciplinary tool for the journalistic profession. It became the means by
which the partisan and ideological vanguardists huddled inside the media’s fortress walls could find their ragtag armies
on the outside and wage war together
against disfavored colleagues like Weiss
and McNeil.
That’s what happened to Dasha
Burns. I don’t know Burns and she didn’t
respond to my request for comment. But
I do know that she’s a human being. As
such, I suspect that, if not for being so
publicly vindicated by Fetterman’s debate performance, she may have begun
to think twice before again giving voice
to an obvious but unpopular truth that
could draw the collective wrath of her
colleagues. She may have learned, in
other words, how to lie.
Instead, though, the script was
changed: The real world punched
through the narrative, revealing the
flimsiness of the media establishment’s
partisan indignation. As Fetterman
stammered through response after response, the obvious became even more
so: Dasha Burns was right, and all her
haters were disingenuous hacks.
So maybe this story will have a
different outcome. Maybe the media
will experience, just for a moment,
an unfamiliar feeling—humility. But
I doubt it.
This article was originally published on
October 31, 2022.
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The Dramatic Decline
of the ‘Rothschilds
of the East’
The Sassoons were one of the most powerful Jewish
families in Asia. What led to their fall from grace?
BY JORDYN HAIME

A

book. But his interest was piqued, and
what tipped the balance was the archive
he discovered at the National Library
in Jerusalem.
While most accounts of the Sassoon
family—like The Last Kings of Shanghai, published in 2020—focus on the
family’s activities in Shanghai, the tens
of thousands of documents accessed
by Joseph on the family business were
used to chronicle its whole story, from
the patriarch’s escape from Baghdad
until the company faded from public
life more than a century later. Most of
those documents—letters, business correspondence and ledgers, even dinner
menus—were written in Judeo-Arabic,
part of the reason they had not been
used before.
“Without that language, you really
don’t have the ability to put together the
story,” Joseph told me.
Fluent in Arabic, Hebrew, French,
and English, and able to read Persian
and Ottoman script, Joseph was able
to uncover details and anecdotes never
before reported about the family, one
of which was particularly angering to
write about.
That was the story of Farha Sassoon,
who became David Sassoon & Co.’s first
female partner and one of the first female presidents of a global company
in 1894. Despite her “groundbreaking
management of the business,” she was
written out of other accounts of the
family, or given far less attention than
the men, including her husband. Farha was a driven and successful leader
who reinvigorated the company in the
decades following David’s death, which
saw his descendants argue over company
dealings and even branch off into a separate competitor company in Shanghai.
Unfortunately, Farha’s case was no
exception. Her brothers, unable to accept her success, forced her out of the
company after seven years of leadership.
Relentless competition within the family ended up being another fatal flaw to
the Sassoon company.
“I think that was really the biggest
surprise,” said Joseph. “I remember sitting in the archives once and getting so
angry at what they were doing, I mean,
just absolute pure jealousy. They kept
saying, how can a widow with three

cross Asia, it’s not hard
to stumble across traces of the Sassoons, the
Baghdadi Jewish merchant family that came
to be known as the
“Rothschilds of the East.”
In Shanghai and Hong Kong, they
built lavish synagogues, most still in
use today. At Victor’s Cafe in Shanghai,
named for Victor Sassoon and housed in
his former hotel, visitors enjoy “Sassoon
curry” with a view of the historic Bund
district. In Mumbai, India—the former
headquarters of David Sassoon & Co.—
the name is difficult to miss: It’s on a
historic boat dock, library, schools, and
hospitals. And Jews who visit Mumbai
can stay in the Sassoon House attached
to the Magen David Synagogue—one of
the largest synagogues in Asia outside
Israel—for easy access to daily minyans
and Shabbat services.
A century ago, the Sassoons were
known worldwide; news of everything
from their business activities to personal affairs made it into international
media. For a time, they dominated up
to 70% of the trade volume of Indian
opium and also dabbled in cotton, silver,
textiles, banking, insurance, and real estate. They were accepted as members of
the British aristocracy at a time when
Jews were only beginning to be accepted within society. Yet by the second half
of the 20th century, there was no business to speak of; today, hardly anyone
knows their name. How did one of the
19th century’s most successful dynasties

rise and fall so dramatically while dynasties like the Kadoories and the Rothschilds persisted?
The story of the Sassoons is a classic
example of the duality of assimilation
and the refugee experience. Later generations of the family traded in their distinctive Baghdadi Jewishness for wealth
and inclusion into British aristocratic
life. In the end, this was one of the biggest mistakes that led to their eventual
downfall, argues Joseph Sassoon, a descendent of the family, in his new book
The Sassoons: The Great Global Merchants and the Making of an Empire.
Sassoon, a professor of Arab studies at
Georgetown University, digs into a treasure trove of untapped archives housed
at the National Library in Jerusalem
that had never before been accessed.
The book focuses on the David Sassoon family line—the one that escaped
Baghdad in 1830 and established David Sassoon & Co. in Mumbai—while
Joseph descends from one of David’s
brothers. Joseph’s family remained in
Baghdad until the 1970s when they fled
Saddam Hussein’s regime. Growing up,
Joseph would hear stories from his father about their famed relatives who
made the Sassoon name famous.
But he took little interest in learning about his family until 2012, when
he received a letter from another person named Joseph Sassoon, a distant
relative living in Scotland, looking to
connect with other family members.
“I had no idea where these initial excursions would lead,” he writes in the
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children run a global business? The fact
that they were sitting in clubs in London
and enjoying themselves and didn’t want
to work never crossed their minds.”
By this time, the Sassoons had already turned their attention to joining
the ranks of the British aristocracy, and
as a result, away from the needs of the
business itself.
This was a departure from the values
on which David had founded the company, with Baghdadi Jewish identity as
a core value. David had hired mainly
within the Jewish community, closed
business on Shabbat and Jewish holidays, and set aside a quarter of a percent of the company’s profits for tzedakah. He built synagogues and schools
that taught both religious and secular
education and raised his eight sons to
be well-educated in Hebrew and Jewish texts as well as business. Business
communications for years were written
entirely in Judeo-Arabic to establish a
sense of trust—it kept outsiders from
reading the correspondence and cemented the company’s identity regardless of location.
David’s son and immediate successor,
Abdullah, continued this tradition, but
the generations following would slowly
begin to see joining the British upper
classes—rather than adapting the business to a changing world—as the answer
to its struggles. Soon, they established
a branch in London; Abdullah changed
his name to the Anglicized Albert and
was knighted in 1872.
Their sense of identity “was replaced
by this desperate need to become part
of the British aristocracy,” Joseph said.
“And a part of being a member of this
aristocracy is you do not work … and
so that really became a major issue going forward.”
This was only one of many reasons
the Sassoons failed. By the early 1920s,
when Victor took the helm at the company’s Shanghai branch, the thing that
made the House of Sassoon tick had
been lost. Victor’s lifestyle was “a hectic
blend of business and political commitments,” Joseph writes; he worked, but
spent much of his time—and money—
entertaining guests at his cosmopolitan
hotels and night club in Shanghai, or
traveling the world. When the Japanese

invaded Shanghai in 1937, Victor made
a vital misstep that helped sink the company by moving his wealth and business
from India to Shanghai and assuming
Japan would never attack.
Also, unlike the Kadoories, another
Jewish merchant family that remains
successful today, Victor missed the
opportunity to invest in Hong Kong.
When the Chinese Communist Party
won the civil war in 1949, it seized the
company’s assets, and by the 1970s, David Sassoon & Co. dissolved. Millions of
dollars of the Sassoon fortune seemed to
disappear when the business crumbled.
An empire had fallen.
The communities they built and the
infrastructure they left behind, though,
are perhaps the most lasting piece of the
Sassoon legacy in Asia. Solomon Sopher,
president of the small remaining Baghdadi Jewish community in Mumbai, was
made chairman of the Sir Jacob Sassoon
Trust in 1998. When he assumed that
position, there was “hardly any money
left,” Sopher said. The community received assistance from the government
to restore the Magen David Synagogue
in 2019, but mainly relies on donations.
It continues the tradition of tzedakah
that David started nearly two centuries
ago. “[We] look after the lesser fortunate
individuals in the community, not only
Jewish people; we also help non-Jewish
people,” Sopher said.
At the same time, the Sassoons’ success represented a sort of paradox, the
dark side of the assimilation story that
allows a minority group like the Sassoons to rise in the ranks at the expense
of the colonized by “following the sinews of the British empire,” said Paul
French, an author and journalist who
has written extensively about WWIIera China.
“The fact that they have to establish a
branch in London, and that that branch
eventually becomes the corrupting
roots of the family—obsessed with the
social calendar and all the rest—is inevitable, because the Sassoons don’t exist
without the empire,” French told me.
“And the empire doesn’t exist without
the Sassoons.”
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This article was originally published on
November 3, 2022.

Album of the Week
The Comet Is Coming, HyperDimensional Expansion Beam
I’m recommending you listen to
The Comet Is Coming’s newest
album, Hyper-Dimensional Expansion
Beam. It came out last month and
it’s hard to imagine a better headbanging jazz album this year. It
compels a bodily response, blending
with electronica on a track like “Angel
of Death” that feels like Miles Davis
pairing up with Oneohtrix Point Never.
This means large waves of synth
tumbling at you, and then riding
those waves is Shabaka Hutchings,
the British Barbadian saxophonist
and clarinetist who leads the trio.
Officially he’s known as King Shabaka,
alongside Danalogue The Conqueror
(keyboardist Dan Leavers) and
Betamax (drummer Max Hallett). The
three create music that feels larger
than life, but fundamentally human at
the same time.
Speaking to Rock & Roll Globe,
Leavers described the group “like an
experiment: what can three guys do?
Is it possible to work cooperatively and
keep it together, and give their all, and
not feel too egotistical?” Maybe that
sounds utopian, maybe that sounds
hyperbolic. But if you’re looking for
a sonic shift in your life, you’ve really
got to listen to Hyper-Dimensional
Expansion Beam.
—David Meir Grossman
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Sticking It Out
Making Jewish Italian sfratti ‘stick’ cookies an even sweeter symbol of resilience
BY MARCIA FRIEDMAN

W

the king there recognized Jewish contributions to the economy and performed
a large number of forced conversions to
try to keep Jews from leaving. However,
New Christians, or conversos, especially
those suspected of secretly maintaining
Jewish practices (sometimes referred to
derogatively as Marranos), faced hostility and suspicion and by the end of the
1500s, even most of them had left.
But they may have taken with them
an inkling of something sweet: chocolate. Cocoa beans likely first came
to Spain with Columbus, who around
1504 brought back mysterious beans
the indigenous peoples prized as currency. The find remained somewhat of
a puzzle until 1528, when Spanish explorer Hernán Cortés returned from the
Americas with a recipe for a drink made
with ground cocoa beans—which, once
mixed with other New World specialties like vanilla and sugar, became a hit
with the Spanish elite.
Sephardic Jews and conversos who
settled in Central America and the Caribbean were able to learn more of the
secrets of chocolate from local peoples,
and they soon set up lucrative processing and trading of not only cocoa, but
also vanilla and sugar. They maintained

hat does Jewish
resilience taste
like? As someone
who finds Jewish
food’s rich symbolism and messaging inspiring and intriguing, I could
answer that question with charoset,
symbolizing the mortar Hebrew slaves
used in Egypt from the Passover story, or hamantaschen, representing the
pockets of the Purim story’s villain.
But as a convert to Judaism exploring
Jewish life through food, particularly Italian food given my Sicilian background, my first response would have
to be sfratti, Jewish Italian honey-andnut-filled cookies, symbols of eviction
but also sweet return.
Sfratti come from the small Tuscan
town of Pitigliano. In the mid-1500s,
it attracted Jews fleeing papal restrictions in other parts of Italy. Jews thrived
there, setting up a synagogue, kosher
bakery, school, and mikvah. Perched on
a hill and surrounded by rock walls, the
town had cobbled streets and a golden landscape that recalled Jerusalem,
which helped earn it the name La Piccola Gerusalemme, or Little Jerusalem.
Like Jewish experiences across history, fortunes swiftly changed when
new, less-tolerant rulers—in this case
the Medici family—took over in the
early 1600s. They introduced the
town’s Jews to the concept of sfratto,
which means eviction, often enforced
with sticks. Landlords used those slender weapons to knock on doors of delinquent residents and later Jews being
forced by papal decree to move to ghettos. Lashings with those sticks apparently also could be in the repertoire.
Despite this turn, Pitigliano’s Jews
were so important to the town’s social
and economic fabric that they faced

fewer restrictions than their brethren
in many other parts of Italy.
Jewish history features an admirable
and valuable emphasis on telling stories
and remembering their lessons. So you
can bet this eviction wasn’t forgotten
once new leadership released the Jews
from the ghetto in 1799. Pastries named
sfratti became that token of remembrance, not only by resembling sticks
but also—I love this part—by including
a unique ingredient for a sweet pastry:
black pepper, perhaps representing the
emotional hurt of eviction as well as
the actual sting of the eviction weapon’s use. It’s all tempered by a generous
amount of honey and nuts, and a little
dose of humor.
Besides a reminder of unpleasant
events from which the Jews eventually
recovered, sfratti also symbolized the
hope of warding off future bad events.
The sweet became traditional for Rosh
Hashanah, but the pastries’ wonderful
flavor and evocative symbolism caught
the attention of the Jews’ neighbors as
well, who began making the cookies
for weddings and Christmas. Sfratti
became emblematic of Pitigliano, and
now visitors can find them year-round,
even though very few Jews remain in
the town. Today sfratti join other examples of lasting Jewish contributions
to Italian cuisine, such as deep-fried artichokes and the adoption of eggplant,
fennel, tomatoes, peppers, and pumpkin.
That’s why I love these pastries so. But
there is an even greater Jewish eviction
story in the region that began more than
a century earlier, and I could see a new
sfratti recipe symbolizing that. Across
the Mediterranean in 1492, Spain’s Alhambra Decree ordered all Jews to leave
Spain, forcing those who wanted to stay
to convert. A few years later, a similar
expulsion occurred in Portugal, though
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kinship and economic ties with the Sephardic community that now scattered
around the globe, and they shipped
those commodities to their Portuguese
Jewish contacts who had resettled in
port cities like Amsterdam; Bayonne,
France; and Livorno, Italy.
By the 1700s, this trade fostered a
leading Jewish expertise in chocolate-making in those areas, and the
world of sweets would never be the
same. Bayonne, which became an early chocolate center, now credits the
Portuguese Jews who settled there
with bringing chocolate to France.
They were so successful in their chocolate-making (which at that time,
largely meant forming a paste or
powder for drinking or baking) that
local chocolatiers successfully lobbied
French authorities to ban Jews from
the local chocolate trade until 1767.
Evicted, again.
Another place where the use of
chocolate took hold was Livorno, a vibrant Tuscan port city in Italy that attracted many Portuguese Jews as well
as a number of Jews from nearby Pitigliano. Livorno’s community became
particularly known for its chocolate
cakes. Jewish bakers there and elsewhere across Europe, thanks to their
access to and familiarity with chocolate as well as vanilla, were among
the first to use those ingredients, deliciously, in baking and cooking. They

“Filling sfratti
with chocolate
beautifully
envelops that
larger Jewish
eviction and
survival story.”

helped pave a sweet path that many
would soon happily follow.
For me, filling sfratti with chocolate beautifully envelops that larger
Jewish eviction and survival story
within these little pastry sticks. My
new recipe begins with a mostly classic wine-moistened sfratti dough, delicate yet just sturdy enough to form
short sticks. For the filling, I chose bittersweet chocolate for its rich flavor
but also the sense of bitter sweetness
that underlies sfratti’s story. Ground

cayenne pepper honors the original
cookie’s unique use of pepper and
how the Spanish explorers first found
the Aztecs preparing chocolate—in a
drink spiked with dried and ground
chiles. More important, the flavor adds
a warmth and depth to the chocolate
essence that I just love and makes these
pastries unique and extraordinary.
Honey provides the glue that holds
the filling together for rolling, plus it
enriches the flavor even more. It also
maintains the pastry’s connection to
its original filling and its place as a
Rosh Hashanah sweet, though the idea
of remembering resilience and hoping
to prevent bad events remains an evergreen one. Finally, the topping: A little
flaky sea salt cuts the sweetness of the
filling, and a dusting of cocoa powder
offers color and another nod to those
precious cocoa beans that started it all.
Jewish evictions aren’t ever something to celebrate. But the stories of
how Jews regroup and recover from
these trials and setbacks never cease to
amaze me. And so much of Jewish food
helps tell that story, often with a touch
of humor. The traditional sfratti do that,
and for me, this new version represents
even more of the story of Jewish resilience and resourcefulness. It’s a sweetness that resonates with every bite.
This article was originally published on
November 1, 2022.
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Spicy Chocolate Sfratti
BY MARCIA FRIEDMAN

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

FOR THE PASTRY

Step 1
In a large bowl, whisk together the flour, sugar, and salt. Grate the butter
using the large holes of a box grater directly into the bowl. With your fingers,
work in and thoroughly coat the butter shreds. Combine the vanilla and wine
and gradually stir the liquid into the dry ingredients until the dough just holds
together when you squeeze a handful (you will likely have a tablespoon or so wine
mixture left over).

3

cups all-purpose flour, plus
more as needed

¾

cup sugar

½

teaspoon kosher salt

6

tablespoons cold unsalted
butter

1

teaspoon vanilla extract

⅔

cup dry white wine (such as
Pinot Grigio)

FOR THE FILLING

1 ½ cups bittersweet chocolate
chips
2

tablespoons unsweetened
cocoa powder

½

teaspoon ground cayenne
pepper, or to taste

⅓

cup honey, plus more as needed

FOR FINISHING THE PASTRIES

Flaky sea salt and cocoa powder
for sprinkling

Step 2
Divide the dough into three equal balls. Roll one ball on a lightly floured surface
or between two sheets of lightly floured wax paper to an approximate 10-by-10inch square, squaring off the edges to keep it even. Repeat with the remaining
dough balls. (If your dough is too sticky to work with, gently work in a little more
flour before rolling.)
Step 3
Place dough squares between sheets of waxed paper, wrap, and chill at least a
few hours or up to two days.
Step 4
To make the filling: In a small food processor, process the chocolate chips to
small pebble-size pieces. Add the cocoa powder and cayenne, and pulse a few
more times to mix well.
Step 5
Transfer the chocolate mixture to a bowl, and work in the honey a few
tablespoons at a time just until the mixture is moistened and sticks together
when squeezed. It should not be gooey.
Step 6
To make the pastries: Preheat the oven to 400. Line two baking sheets with
parchment paper and set aside.
Step 7
Remove one dough sheet from the refrigerator, and transfer to a lightly floured
surface. Gently reroll to the 10-by-10-inch size as needed.
Step 8
Working quickly to prevent the dough from getting too soft, cut the dough into
five 2-inch bands.
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Step 9
Form about 1 tablespoon of filling into a thin craggy line along one long edge
of a dough strip so that the chocolate extends to within 1/4- to 1/2-inch of each
end. Roll the dough snugly around the filling, tucking the filling in as you roll and
pinching firmly to seal the seam and ends. Don’t overfill—if you need to stretch
the dough to cover the filling, use a little less filling (stretched dough will be more
likely to pop open during baking).
Step 10
Cut the roll in half crosswise to create two sticks, and pinch to seal the cut ends
(you can borrow some dough from the other end if needed for patching). Gently
roll each cookie on the counter to even the shape and ensure the seam is sealed.
Step 11T
ransfer to the baking sheet, seam side down. Repeat with the remaining dough
strips and then the remaining dough sheets. Sprinkle the rolled cookies lightly
with sea salt, pressing gently if needed to help it adhere. Freeze the pastries
about 30 minutes.
Step 12
Bake for 10 to 14 minutes, until the tips are just beginning to turn light golden
brown and the bottoms are lightly golden.
Step 13
Let cool a few minutes, then dust with cocoa powder. Store cooled pastries in an
airtight container.
Yield: 30 pastries

Hundreds of recipes at
tabletmag.com/recipes
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